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Attending school in Ribe
during the Reformation

The school was part of the Church.
The oldest school in Denmark was founded in Ribe in 1145. Back then
Denmark was Catholic. Christianity was introduced in Ribe in the
year 800 when the first Christians came to Denmark. The Church
gained great power and churches and schools were built in Ribe. A
bishop came to town and was granted power and wealth. His coins
were made close to the Cathedral, and Ribe became a powerful
town.
Of course the town got its own school where boys could learn Latin
and how to read and write so one day they could become priests and
educated men. For more than a few hundred years the Latin School in
Ribe was the only upper secondary school in Ribe diocese that covers
the area from Holstebro up north and to Tønder down south.
The Church affected the lives of the people in town
In 1560 there were approx. 100 pupils attending the Latin School
in Ribe. The poorest pupils (approx. 12) lived in a dorm close to
“Puggaard” right next to the Cathedral School. They ate in the
Sct. Catharinae convent that was turned into a hospital after the
Reformation. They were obligated to attend service every day. On
weekdays the service started at 4.30 am with morning devotion,
and on Sundays the early mass was at 5 or 6 am.
High Mass started at 8 am. Baptisms and weddings were held
here.
Then the teachers and pupils and the townsmen went to church.
At 12 o’clock a catechism service was held for those who were
unable to attend High Mass, e.g. servants. The service preached
the catechism doctrine, the Lord’s Prayer, the 10 Commandments
and the Acts of the Apostles.
At 2 or 3 pm. on weekdays and 3 or 4 pm on Sundays there was
evening song – the times changed according to summer or winter.
Ribe Cathedral School
Today Ribe still has an upper-secondary school the Cathedral School. During the Renaissance the Cathedral or
Latin School was at the corner of “Grydergade” and “Skolegade” right across from the Cathedral. Today it is still
possible to see where the school was, and on the wall
there is a memorial plaque. There is a picture of it right
here.
The boys at the Cathedral School were all of noble or
rich families or of ecclesiastical families (in other words
from a family where their father was a theologian – a vicar/parson). Boys with a father who was either a farmer
or a craftsman also attended the school.
Poor pupils could get lucky and get enough support
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for their family so they could afford sending them to school. They had to wear a sign, e.g. a hood, so the
people in town knew that they were allowed to beg. Begging was not allowed in Ribe unless special permission was given.
Illiterates in town?
It has been tough to be an illiterate – also during the Renaissance. Illiterates couldn’t read agreements or
contracts – and were not able to sign them either.
It may be hard to understand how a craftsman could run a business with inventory, orders and bills to
pay, without the ability to write.
In 1618 there was a merchant in town by the name of Jens Rasmussen Rebslår (Rebslår is the Danish
word for a man making rope).
He wanted to buy “shares” in the East Indian Company, but he could not sign the deal. Therefore they
had another man write: “Jens Rebslår’s mark as he can’t write, even if he wrote with his own hand” – and
instead of a signature Jens Rebslår drew his own little bookmark.
A lot of people had to deal with the same problem, especially among the women as there was no school
for girls. After the Reformation the King decided that girls should go to school, too.
Those who could read and write gained more influence and power than those who couldn’t.
Reading was the most fundamental skill in school – you had to be able to read the Bible – and writing
wasn’t for everyone. Because of that you can’t just state that there were illiterates living in Ribe, but probably lots of people who couldn’t express themselves in writing even if they were able to read.
Two Danish schools for both girls and boys
After the Reformation the King decided to build schools for the
Danish children who didn’t have to learn Latin. The church was
no longer Catholic, but Lutheran and so was the school.
In that way the King made sure that the Lutheran doctrine
would spread. The lessons were in Danish, and the most important issue was to learn how to read, write, calculate and learn
about the Bible. To do so they used Luther’s small Catechism
that was a textbook for all Danish children.
You had to learn it by heart and when you knew it by heart, you
would have learned the most important, i.e. what Luther had
said about the words of the Bible. The Ten Commandments
were – and still are – part of Luther’s Catechism, and you had to
learn it by heart and live your life observing its rules.
The two Danish schools in Ribe have probably also worked as a
sort of trade schools, so the pupils could get a basic education
on being part of the business sector.
You had to pay to go to school. The parents paid school fees.
You paid 4, 6, 7 or 8 shillings, which was a lot of money for a
craftsman who earned 120-156 shillings a week. There was often more than one child in a family so it
could be quite expensive to pay for everybody attending school.
Not many girls went to school. In 1637 there were 24 boys and 1 girl in the Danish school in Ribe run by
schoolmaster Villum Pedersen Trellund.
There was a difference between boys and girls at school
We do not know exactly when children started going to school in Ribe, but some boys started when they
were 4-8 years old. For girls it was between the ages of 3-6. Boys went to school for 12-13 years if they
were smart enough or if their parents could afford sending them to the Latin School and then to university in Copenhagen, Rostock or Wittenberg. Girls went to school for 2-3 years, some even for 6 years. Girls
could continue their education by attending lacing, weaving or sewing school. Some girls took music lessons with an organist.
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Tail-Per
Tail-Per or Per Caudi was the nick name for the pupils from the
Latin Schools across town. The name was a result of the long
pointy cape the student had to wear. In Ribe there were a large
number of pupils and students compared with the number of
people living in town. At the Latin School or listening school
the teachers were called listeners. The teachers from the
schools in town and the surrounding areas were called parish
clerks. On an outline of the amount of money paid in taxes,
there is a list showing that there were parish clerks living in
several houses – this tells us that Ribe was a school town with
many pupils and teachers.
You had to behave at school
Not all teachers knew their way around with children. Children were some kind of adults who weren’t quite “finished” yet, and they were treated very strictly to get them to learn and behave properly. The rules of conduct told
how pupils and teacher had to dress and how to behave. If the rules were not, follow, you could get expelled not
just from school, but from town if you had been really bad!!
Peder Palladius went to the Latin School. He tells that the Latin school in Ribe was a great place to attend,
and that he never thought of it as being very strict. Later he became bishop in Zealand where one of his jobs was
to take care of correct teaching in schools. Today he is thought of as being a good teacher – and maybe he learned
some things about the good school when attending the Latin School in Ribe?!

Assignments
Read the text “Attending school in Ribe during the Reformation”
1. What are the pros and cons with a school dividing boys and girls today?
2.	Write down the numbers 1-10, 50, 100 and 1000 in Roman number, and write down the year you were born in
using Roman numbers.
3. Get more information on Peder Palladius from the GPS task concerning him.
4. Get some more information on Ribe Cathedral School in Ribe today on http://www.ribekatedralskole.dk/
5. You can ask you teacher for further tasks from www.paedagogiskudvikling.esbjergkommune.dk
Teaching about Ribe
The Reformation in Ribe
the tasks on “Good behaviour in school”
Sources:
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